Recent discussion of mechanism has suggested new approaches to several issues in the philosophy of science, including theory structure, causal explanation, and reductionism. Here, I apply what I take to be the fruits of the Ônew mechanical philosophyÕ to an analysis of a contemporary debate in evolutionary biology about the role of natural selection in speciation. Traditional accounts of that debate focus on the geographic context of genetic divergencenamely, whether divergence in the absence of geographic isolation is possible (or significant). Those accounts are at best incomplete, I argue, because they ignore the mechanisms producing divergence and miss what is at stake in the biological debate. I argue that the biological debate instead concerns the scope of particular speciation mechanisms which assign different roles to natural selection at various stages of divergence. The upshot is a new interpretation of the crux of that debate-namely, whether divergence with gene flow is possible (or significant) and whether the isolating mechanisms producing it are adaptive.
The paradox of Ôadaptive speciationÕ
The existence of speciation-the creation of two species from one-is a puzzle for adaptationists. Charles DarwinÕs theory of evolution by natural selection accounts for the presence of adaptations in a species. Adaptations help organisms perform tasks, such as finding food or evading predators, which allow them to better exploit environmental resources. When resources are limited, adaptations tend to increase organismic fecundity and, consequently, become widespread in the species.
1 Moreover, as environmental conditions change, so do selective pressures. As a result, a species may acquire rather different traits over time, and biologists may then divide a continuous population-level lineage into different taxonomic species. Linear adaptive evolution may thus involve Ôphyletic speciationÕ in which an ancestral species gives rise to a single descendent species. But phyletic speciation is a straightforward product of natural selection, given sufficient environmental change and certain (namely, non-cladistic) taxonomic practices.
Branching evolution, or speciation proper, occurs when a single species instead splits into two or more contemporaneous descendent species. Branching evolution is less readily explained by natural selection. The problem is that, prima facie, speciation seems to be maladaptive. The traditional definition of speciation derives from Ernst MayrÕs biological species concept (BSC), according to which a species is a group of interbreeding populations reproductively isolated from others.
2 Speciation thus requires the acquisition of traits (called Ôisolating mechanismsÕ) that prevent gene flow between diverging populations. Isolating mechanisms eliminate the possibility of fruitful sex between otherwise happy mates. In so doing, they would seem to lower organismic fitness. How, then, could such traits ever evolve? The BSC appears to render impossible any kind of Ôadaptive speciationÕ, that is, speciation driven by natural selection. 3 The paradox of adaptive speciation is this: isolating mechanisms should only benefit organisms when they arise between genetically distinct populations, and yet populations cannot diverge from each other in the face of gene flow between them. ÔAdaptive speciationÕ thus seems to be a contradiction in terms. Darwin himself fully recognized the puzzle. Despite the title of his most famous work, On the origin of species by means of natural selection (1859), he would later write, ÔThe acquirement by distinct species of mutual sterility : : : could not have been effected through natural selectionÕ. 4 Other biologists were not so pessimistic. Alfred Russel Wallace, for example, claimed that while hybrid sterility might not benefit organisms it did benefit the species (or, as he called it, the ÔformÕ) and, thus, that natural selection explained speciation after all. 5 Others have argued that group or species selection accounted for the proliferation of new species. While suggestive, such accounts have encountered many serious difficulties. Most contemporary biologists who defend some version of adaptive speciation claim it is driven by organismic selection. 6 Among those biologists, two approaches to the paradox can be identified.
The first approach, what I call the Ôspandrel approachÕ, achieved widespread approbation following the publication of MayrÕs Systematics and the origin of species (1942) . ÔSpandrelsÕ are traits that arise as incidental by-products of natural selection. 7 According to the spandrel approach, natural selection plays only an indirect role in the evolution of isolating mechanisms. Isolating mechanisms are not themselves selected. Nevertheless, natural selection explains speciation, because adaptive evolution produces reproductive isolation as a by-product. For example, when conspecific populations become geographically isolated (a so-called ÔvicariantÕ event), the populations begin to evolve independently. They may then acquire unique suites of genes in response to their differing environmental conditions. Once the populations are reintroduced, ÔchanceÕ incompatibilities that evolved during geographic isolation (for reasons other than reproductive isolation) now prevent gene flow between the new species. Isolating mechanisms are thus spandrels. The spandrel approach solves the problem of speciation by removing the cost of reproductive isolation. Diverging populations could not exchange genes anyway (because of geographic distance), so reproductive incompatibilities can develop with impunity to organismic fitness.
The second approach, what I call the Ôadaptive approachÕ, holds that isolating mechanisms are directly selected. Given certain population and ecological structures, reducing gene flow can benefit organisms. Theodosius Dobzhansky, for example, proposed a speciation mechanism (later called ÔreinforcementÕ) in which geographically isolated populations come into Ôsecondary contactÕ before isolating mechanisms evolve but after the populations have diverged genetically. During secondary contact, natural selection may favour the evolution of isolating mechanisms, which would prevent the dilution of localised adaptation. Those isolating mechanisms would be adaptations for reproductive isolation. They benefit organisms, because they prevent gene flow between genetically distinct populations. Isolating mechanisms thus act as a kind of immune system, preserving the adaptive complexes in each population.
The difference between the two approaches could hardly be starker, at least within an adaptationist framework. 8 Advocates of the adaptive approach claim that 5 Wallace (1886 Wallace ( , 1888 ; also see Kottler (1985) . 6 This is not to suggest that higher-level selection plays no role in speciation, simply that the participants in contemporary debates about adaptive speciation have generally ignored its potential contributions.
7 Gould & Lewontin (1979) . 8 I adopt an adaptationist framework here, precisely because the puzzle of speciation is how natural selection could produce it. isolating mechanisms are adaptations; advocates of the spandrel approach claim that isolating mechanisms are adaptational by-products.
9 Nevertheless, in keeping with standard usage, I call both approaches accounts of Ôadaptive speciationÕ, because natural selection drives the evolution of reproductive isolation in both cases.
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Controversies about adaptive speciation are traditionally discussed in the context of geography.
11 Advocates of the spandrel approach argue that geographic speciation is the most common mode of speciation.
12 Advocates of the adaptive approach defend the theoretical possibility 13 (and, some, the prevalence in nature 14 ) of nongeographic speciation. Consequently, the debate has been construed as a controversy about the geography of speciation, about whether isolating mechanisms can or often arise in the absence of geographic isolation. That construal misses what is at stake in the present debate, however. Adaptive isolating mechanisms can arise in the presence or absence of geographic isolation. A new analysis of the controversy is needed.
Recently supporters of the adaptive approach have called for a new taxonomy of speciation, one based on isolating mechanisms. 15 The suggestion is salutary, in my view, but nevertheless only a start. We must do more than simply focus on the component mechanisms of speciation. We must also examine how those modules interact with each other and with environmental factors in the production of genetic divergence. Present debates ultimately hinge, not on biogeography or even particular isolating mechanisms, but on entire speciation mechanisms-mechanisms which assign different causal roles to natural selection at various stages of divergence.
In this paper, I discuss several speciation mechanisms. The Ônew mechanical philosophyÕ provides tools for analysing those mechanisms and debates about their relative significance. Specifically, the decomposition of speciation mechanisms reveals which steps in the speciation process might be adaptive and for what task. Geographic taxonomies of speciation, in contrast, simply fail to pick out relevant 9 The distinction I wish to draw here is not the familiar selection for-selection of distinction (for which see Sober, 1993) . It is not the case that biologists on both sides agree that isolating mechanisms are selected and disagree only about what the isolating mechanisms are selected for (with advocates of the adaptive approach claiming that the isolating mechanisms are selected for reproductive isolation and advocates of the spandrel approach claiming that they are selected for some other function, incidental to reproductive isolation). Certainly, advocates of the adaptive approach contend that isolating mechanisms are selected, and selected for reproductive isolation. Advocates of the spandrel approach, however, do not consider isolating mechanisms to be even potential targets of selection. The incompatible characters are individually selected, on this view, and for functions independent of reproductive isolation. But the incompatibilities per se (that is, the isolating mechanisms themselves) are not selected at all-not for reproductive isolation, not for any other function. 10 Dieckmann, Doebeli, Metz, & Tautz (2004), pp. 1-16. 11 See, for example, the textbook accounts in Brown & Lomolino (1998); Futuyma (1998) ; Sterelny & Griffiths (1999) ; Schilthuizen (2001) ; Coyne & Orr (2004) . Cf. Mayr (1942 Mayr ( , 1963 . 12 See, for example, Mayr (1942 Mayr ( , 1963 ; Futuyma & Mayer (1980); Felsenstein (1981); Futuyma (1987 Futuyma ( , 1988 ; Barraclough & Vogler (2000) . Cf. Turelli, Barton, & Coyne (2001) ; Coyne & Orr (2004) . 13 See, for example, Maynard Smith (1966) ; Kondrashov (1986) ; Dieckmann & Doebeli (1999) ; Gavrilets & Waxman (2002); Fry (2003) . 14 See, for example, Noor (1995) ; Schluter (2000 Schluter ( , 2001 ; Boughman (2001); Via (2002) . See also Rice & Hostert (1993); Rieseberg (1997) . 15 Via (2001) ; Kirkpatrick & Ravigné (2002) . differences among various mechanisms of adaptive speciation. As I shall argue, the new taxonomy I recommend-based on speciation mechanisms-sheds new light on contemporary debates about adaptive speciation.
Mechanisms in biology
Mechanisms, particularly mechanisms in biology, have recently attracted significant attention.
16 Several philosophical analyses have been proposed. I adopt here the definition of Machamer, Darden, and Craver: mechanisms are Ôentities and activities organised such that they are productive of regular changes from start or setup to finish or termination conditionsÕ.
17 Some observations are in order. The phenomenon to be explained (in this case, organic discontinuity) delimits the mechanisms to be described. Clearly, mechanism descriptions cannot explain a domain of phenomena unless the mechanisms produce phenomena in that domain. When comparing mechanisms, we must be clear about the phenomena each produces and the relative explanatory power each holds for the given domain. For example, some advocates of the adaptive approach have argued that non-geographic speciation is simply possible, while others have claimed it is common. We need to be clear about whether competing mechanistic accounts clash over the scope claimed for a particular mechanism or its productive capability.
Mechanisms involve a series of steps that go from start to finish whenever the preconditions obtain. For that to happen there must be a Ôproductive continuityÕ between each step. There can be no gaps. For a mechanistic account of speciation to carry full explanatory weight, it must specify the working entities and activities and describe how each step produces the next from parent species to daughter species.
18
Mechanisms tend to be nested hierarchically. For example, biologists talk about mechanisms of evolution generally, mechanisms producing genetic variation in a population, isolating mechanisms, and mechanisms of speciation. Present controversies about adaptive speciation take mechanisms of variation for granted, for example. 19 At issue are isolating mechanisms and their role in mechanisms of geographic and non-geographic speciation.
Finally, mechanisms can be represented by ÔschemataÕ: abstract descriptions of a mechanism into which specific entities and activities can be instantiated. Complete 16 See, for example, Wimsatt (1976); Brandon (1985 Brandon ( , 1996 ; Woodward (1989 Woodward ( , 2002 ; Glennan (1996 Glennan ( , 2002 ; Salmon (1998) ; Thagard (1998) ; Machamer, Darden, & Craver (2000) ; Craver (2001); Tabery (2004) ; this issue. 17 Machamer, Darden, & Craver (2000), p. 3. 18 Biologists seem to acknowledge this in their search for ÔlawsÕ of speciation. For example: ÔSpeciation is : : : a law of nature, rather than an accidentÕ (Dieckmann, Doebeli, Metz, & Tautz, 2004, p. 394) ; and speciation is Ôno accidentÕ (Butlin & Tregenza, 1997, p. 551) . 19 That was not always the case. Early advocates of non-geographic speciation, among them Galton (1894), Bateson (1894 ), and de Vries (1901 -1903 , debated various mechanisms of variation. See also Goldschmidt (1940) ; Lewis (1978) ; Gould & Lewontin (1979); Gould (2002). schemata are not always available to scientists, however. Mechanisms can also be adumbrated as ÔsketchesÕ. Sketches may include black boxes or gaps in the sequence, or perhaps the bottom-out entities and activities are unspecified. Biologists may use the term ÔmodelÕ to refer to schemata, sketches, or their instances (as in Ômodel systemsÕ to refer to exemplar cases). Here, I restrict its meaning to hypothesised schemata. Models provide biologists with a wide hypothesis space of possible mechanism schemata for a given case. Empirical evidence can circumscribe within that space a subgroup of plausible mechanism schemata until a single, mostprobable schema remains. Debates about whether some particular schema is instantiated in a particular case cannot adjudicate the question of relative significance in the larger domain, however. Biologists want to know what portion of the domain can be accounted for by this or that mechanism.
20 Scope delimitation is critical to that aim.
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With this general framework in mind we now return to speciation. I first articulate a mechanism of geographic speciation described by Ernst Mayr. I then describe three mechanisms, one geographic and two non-geographic, advocated by proponents of the adaptive approach. The Ônew mechanical philosophyÕ provides several important tools for analysing those mechanisms. In particular, mechanism decomposition, mechanism nesting, and black boxes play important roles in debates about adaptive speciation. By keying into the mechanisms of speciation, rather than geographic context, we can make those roles explicit.
MayrÕs mechanism of vicariant speciation
We begin with a description of a mechanism of geographic speciation, called Ôvicariant speciationÕ, taken roughly from Ernst Mayr (see Fig. 1 ). 22 The mechanism starts with a single interbreeding population (step 1). Several properties of the population are critical. First, the population is composed of sexually reproducing organisms, and the organisms mate randomly with respect to genotype. Second, there is no immigration into or emigration out of the population. Finally, each member of the population is more closely related to every other member than to any non-member of the population. That is, the population is ÔexclusiveÕ.
23
The mechanism ends with two distinct, non-interbreeding populations (step 5). Each population has all the critical properties of a single interbreeding population; the conjoined ÔmetapopulationÕ does not. The populations have overlapping ranges but remain reproductively isolated nevertheless. Moreover, each population is 20 Beatty (1995 Beatty ( , 1997 Fehr (2001) . 21 See Skipper (2002) . 22 Mayr (1942) , p. 160. The mechanism I describe here is idealised: it has been simplified to such an extent that, when taken literally, it is undoubtedly ÔfalseÕ (that is, uninstantiated in the real world). Nevertheless, my account mirrors those presented in textbooks and represents, I hope clearly and simply, the core components of the model. 23 Baum & Shaw (1995 Ôreciprocally monophyleticÕ: the genic lineages within each population coalesce at a common ancestor not shared with the other.
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The first stage in speciation is a ÔvicariantÕ event. Some part of the original population is cut off from the rest by a potentially ephemeral barrier, such that the two sub-populations do not exchange genes. In time, the daughter population may experience different selective regimes from those experienced by the parental population. That may result from different environmental conditions or perhaps from differences in sexual selection. In any case, those regimes will likely shape the daughter population such that its component genotypes differ markedly from those of the parental population. 25 We must be careful at this point to distinguish the third stage from the final two. By step 3, the daughter and parental populations may look very different. They certainly will comprise dissimilar arrays of genetic diversity. However, they are yet races Note that genetic divergence (step 3) and reproductive isolation (step 4) arise in geographic isolation.
on traditional accounts. At least until step 4, when isolating mechanisms are acquired, the two populations remain conspecific. Should a member of the daughter population be transplanted into the original population during step 3, its genotype would be quickly absorbed. The only constraints keeping the two populations distinct are extrinsic barriers to gene flow, which could always break down.
Step 4 is therefore the critical stage of speciation. It is also the most puzzling. Fifty years after Mayr (1942) , the process was no less mysterious:
Surprisingly, there is almost no empirical evidence for the most crucial aspect of [vicariant] speciation, the origin of reproductive isolation as a by-product of drift or selection. : : : There are two laboratory experiments showing reproductive isolation as a by-product of adaptation, but only one example from nature.
26
During step 4, intrinsic reproductive isolation is somehow acquired. It establishes permanent barriers to gene flow. Eventually, even artificial transplantation is unable to mix the two gene pools. The question that remains is how this occurs, how do isolating mechanisms evolve during independent adaptive evolution? Do the genes involved in isolating mechanisms frequently have pleiotropic effects, which might be directly selected? Do they frequently tag along in the selection of other genes?
In the final step, the populations are reintroduced yet maintain their unique evolutionary identities (step 5). The populations have diverged in character so much that hybridisation between them is disadvantaged. Selection favours any trait that makes interbreeding less probable (for example, by breeding asynchrony or divergent sexual selection), even after reproductive isolation has been achieved. Although by step 5 isolating mechanisms may directly benefit organisms and although they may be actively maintained by natural selection, isolating mechanisms could not have arisen in either population to prevent intercrossing. That is because, prior to their reintroduction, the populations could not have exchanged genes anyway because of the geographic barrier. Consequently, the prevention of gene flow could not have conferred any benefit. It could only be by happenstance that traits selected during geographic isolation would prevent gene flow after the populations are reintroduced. Isolating mechanisms are spandrels, not adaptations. Speciation is now complete.
The mechanism description above is a sketch, not a schema. Recall that sketches are incomplete mechanism schemata, with black boxes or unspecified bottom-out entities and activities. The origin of intrinsic isolating mechanisms in step 4 remains a black box. Second, the bottom-out activities and entities are unspecified. What are the units of speciation? What entities benefit? What activities are basic? Those questions remain the subjects of active research.
We now consider several mechanisms of adaptive speciation in which reproductive isolation is directly selected.
DarwinÕs Ôprinciple of divergenceÕ and non-geographic speciation
In his earliest writings, Charles Darwin adopted a position not unlike Ernst MayrÕs much later one: reproductive isolation usually arose by chance during geographic isolation. In the ÔSketch of 1842Õ and ÔEssay of 1844Õ, for example, Darwin treated reproductive isolation as generally non-adaptive. He claimed that speciation usually occurred in geographic isolation, where a physical barrier prevented intercrossing between newly emerging varieties. Hybrid sterility could evolve with no cost to the organism.
Isolation either by chance landing of a form on an island, or subsidence dividing a continent, or great chain of mountains : : : will best favour variation and selection. : : : [A geographic] barrier would further act in preventing species formed in one part [from] migrating to another part.
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In the Essay, Darwin argued that the effectiveness of breeders in creating new forms depended on their ability to isolate new variants from the rest as soon as they arose in the stocks. Over time, the new variety would be unable to breed successfully with other members of the species. He wrote, ÔThe circumstances most favourable for variation under domestication : : : [include] isolation as perfect as possible of such selected varieties; that is, preventing their crossing with other formsÕ.
28
Speciation in nature likewise resulted when varieties became geographically isolated from their kin. Over time, the varieties would become reproductively incompatible. Isolated varieties could not compete for resources, however, so there would be no advantage to their divergence. Any divergence between the new varieties, once isolated, would be entirely by happenstance. Darwin Ôhad no [direct] link between adaptation and speciationÕ.
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DarwinÕs Ôprinciple of divergenceÕ, developed between 1844 and 1859, would provide that link. 30 The principle attributed to organisms a tendency to differentiate within a species by a division of labour. Accordingly, Ôthe more diversified the descendents of any one species become in structure, constitution, and habits, by so much will they be better enabled to seize on many and widely diversified places in the polity of nature, and so be able to increase in numbersÕ. 31 Darwin conceived of a selective pressure on organisms to exploit new environmental resources as a means of reducing direct competition. Organisms that acquired the ability to digest novel foods, say, would not need to compete with others over access to food sources. The process of reducing competition in this way led to a diversification of character within a species and, eventually, to the formation of new varieties and their own subsequent divergence. The result was a hierarchical, branching relationship among 27 Darwin (1958a) , p. 68. 28 Darwin (1958b), p. 195. 29 Schweber (1980), p. 212. 30 See Sulloway (1979); Ospovat (1981) . 31 Darwin (1859), p. 112. species. Selection acting to limit competition at all levels could thus explain the biological hierarchy.
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DarwinÕs principle also suggested a mechanism of adaptive speciation. Divergence between varieties (once formed) would directly benefit organisms, according to DarwinÕs principle, so long as varieties were in direct competition for shared resources. Reproductive isolation would also be adaptive, as varieties increasingly diverged within a species and as hybridisation between varieties became disadvantageous. The characters leading to hybrid sterility would be adaptations for speciation. Geographic isolation was no longer necessary.
I conclude that, although small isolated areas probably have been in some respects highly favourable for the production of new species, yet that the course of modification will generally have been more rapid on large areas; and what is more important, that the new forms produced on large areas, which already have been victorious over many competitors, will be those that will spread most widely, will give rise to the most new varieties and species, and will thus play an important part in the changing history of the organic world.
33
DarwinÕs theory of blending inheritance, however, complicated his account of nongeographic speciation. According to Darwin, natural selection acted primarily on Ôindividual differencesÕ, that is, small variations among organisms in a population.
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Individual differences were not preserved intact across generations, however. Darwin believed that offspring were usually a blend of their parentsÕ traits (a few traits were ÔprepotentÕ-what Gregor Mendel called ÔdominantÕ). Fleeming Jenkin noted that this view of inheritance was incompatible with DarwinÕs principle of divergence. Jenkin argued that, because of blending inheritance, most new varieties would be quickly diluted into oblivion, unless intercrossing was prevented or variation was abundant. 35 Darwin saw the need to respond to these and earlier criticisms. In the fourth edition of the Origin (1866) he wrote, ÔIt would clearly be advantageous to two varieties or incipient species, if they could be kept from blendingÕ. 36 Likewise, in The variation of animals and plants under domestication (1868), Darwin wrote:
On the principle which makes it necessary for man, whilst he is selecting and improving his domestic varieties, to keep them separate, it would clearly be advantageous to varieties in a state of nature, that is to incipient species, if they could be kept from blending, either through sexual aversion, or by becoming mutually sterile. : : : But when we endeavour to apply the principle of natural selection to the acquirement by distinct species of mutual sterility, we meet with great difficulties. : : :
32 See Browne (1980) . 33 Darwin (1859) After mature reflection it seems to me that this could not have been effected through natural selection.
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Darwin recognised that the prevention of intercrossing between a new variety and the parent species was necessary for speciation, but he could not account for the acquisition of reproductive isolation by natural selection. Recall that, according to Darwin, reproductive isolation could only be adaptive if divergence was already achieved. But how can varieties even form-much less diverge from each other-if novel characters always got swamped out by ancestral characters? Having previously rejected as well the necessity of geographic isolation for producing hybrid sterility, Darwin was unable to adequately answer JenkinÕs criticisms.
Post-Darwinian mechanisms of non-geographic speciation
After the rediscovery of Mendel in the 1900s, DarwinÕs blending problem dissolved. 38 Nevertheless, the problem of adaptive speciation persisted. In 1937, Theodosius DobzhanskyÕs Genetics and the origin of species proposed a new mechanism of adaptive speciation, which, Dobzhansky claimed, was compatible with the newest findings of genetics. Dobzhansky was the major twentieth-century figure who refocused attention on speciation after the views of Hugo de Vries and William Bateson were dismissed in the 1920s and 1930s. DobzhanskyÕs discussions of speciation are therefore especially relevant to the adaptive speciation controversy.
Dobzhansky shifted attention from the concerns of classical and population geneticists about adaptive variance within populations to the problem of genetic discontinuity between populations-and especially the relationship between genetic and geographic discontinuity. 39 Importantly, Dobzhansky introduced the study of evolutionary dynamics above the organismic and populational levels. According to Dobzhansky, evolutionary mechanisms occurred at three levels: the gene, the local population, and the species. Evolution required, first, the introduction of genetic variation into a population. Second, activities at the population level (such as selection, migration, and genetic drift) shaped the genetic composition of the population over time. Third, evolutionary change, to be stable, must involve the fixation of variation into discrete arrays of diversity by Ôisolating mechanismsÕ that prevent interbreeding between different species. Speciation was central to DobzhanskyÕs overall conception of evolution.
By the 1930s, classical and population geneticists had uncovered the basic mechanisms operative at the first two levels. Mutations and gross chromosomal alterations were known to introduce genetic variation, supplying the raw materials of evolution. ÔIt is now clearÕ, Dobzhansky wrote, Ôthat gene mutations and 37 Darwin (1868) , Vol. 2, pp. 169-170. 38 See Darden (1991) . 39 See Kohler (1994) . structural and numerical chromosomal changes are the principal sources of variationÕ. 40 The action of population-level activities was likewise well understood, at least in principle. But speciation was largely ignored by population geneticists. Dobzhansky claimed that the activities that occupied population geneticists were simply inadequate to explain speciation. Instead, he proposed higher-level mechanisms (namely, isolating mechanisms) to account for the proliferation of new species. Dobzhansky argued that the process of adaptive evolution within populations was governed by mechanisms operative at the gene and population levels (mechanisms of diversification); speciation uniquely involved isolating mechanisms (mechanisms for producing discontinuity). 41 Without isolation of some kind, Dobzhansky argued, populations could not adapt to local environmental conditions, nor could speciation, adaptive or not, occur.
Dobzhansky described two types of reproductive isolation, geographic and physiological, but only physiological isolating mechanisms necessarily resulted in speciation. He further subdivided physiological isolating mechanisms as follows:
(1) Prezygotic mechanisms (A) Ecological isolation (B) Seasonal or temporal isolation (C) Sexual or psychological isolation (D) Mechanical isolation (E) Germ cell incompatibility (F) Inviability of hybrids
(2) Postzygotic mechanisms (A) Hybrid sterility Dobzhansky did not explain how physiological isolating mechanisms arose in a population. ÔThe mode of origin of these mechanisms remains a puzzleÕ. 43 Nevertheless, he held that they developed gradually and usually between geographically isolated populations. Such populations gradually acquired different adaptive complexes according to their own local conditions. Often those complexes were incompatible, and the differences between the populations thereby became fixed. Reproductive isolation was usually an incidental by-product of geographic isolation.
Like Darwin, however, Dobzhansky allowed for the possibility of adaptive isolating mechanisms. 44 In a process later called ÔreinforcementÕ, adaptive isolating mechanisms arose between incompletely diverged populations. Incipient species that diverged in geographic isolation, or by some kind of ecological differentiation (as 40 Dobzhansky (1937), p. 118. 41 For further discussion, see Dobzhansky (1935) ; Krementsov (1994) . 42 Dobzhansky (1937), pp. 231-232. 43 Ibid., p. 255. 44 See Beatty (1987) on DobzhanksyÕs shift to ÔpanselectionismÕ over his career.
DarwinÕs Ôprinciple of divergenceÕ dictated), might later come into Ôsecondary contactÕ before physiological isolation was complete. Gene flow between the populations could jeopardise the integrity of the adaptive complexes in each. Dobzhansky argued that Ôgenetic factors which would decrease the frequency [of] or prevent interbreeding would thereby acquire a positive selective valueÕ. 45 Geographic contiguity of incipient species could thus prompt the evolution of adaptive isolating mechanisms. ÔThe basic problem which remains to be settled is how frequently and to what extent can the isolating mechanisms be regarded as adaptational by-products arising without the intervention of special selective processesÕ. 46 Dobzhansky did not claim that isolating mechanisms were always adaptive, but he did show how that was possible. The question was one of relative significance. In that respect, Dobzhansky stood in strong contrast to Mayr, who insisted on the unimportance of non-geographic speciation.
The mechanism of adaptive speciation Dobzhansky introduced shares many features with MayrÕs later one (see Figure 2) .
The only difference is that, in DobzhanskyÕs mechanism, the incipient species are reintroduced before reproductive isolation is achieved. In step 4, the populations come into Ôsecondary contactÕ, prompting divergent selection. Gene flow between the incipient species could compromise the adaptive complexes that had arisen in each population. Isolating mechanisms are therefore adaptive for the organism. In step 5, reproductive isolation develops, and speciation is complete. One problem with DobzhanskyÕs mechanism is that in step 3 the isolated populations spontaneously diverge enough that interbreeding is maladaptive by step 4 but not enough that isolating mechanisms yet arise. The populations cannot fuse into a single interbreeding population during secondary contact, but neither can they be already reproductively isolated. Consequently, gene flow and hybrid fitness must be low but non-zero. The difficulty is that natural selection drives the formation of isolating mechanisms only in proportion to gene flow. If the populations only rarely interbreed, the adaptive complexes in each will not be greatly jeopardised and selection for further reducing gene flow will be weak. Any increase in reproductive isolation during secondary contact will decrease selection for it. Reinforcement appears self-defeating. 47 One proposed solution involves sexual selection: if initial divergence results in differences in female tastes for male traits, sexual selection can drive speciation even with limited gene flow. 48 New models of reinforcement demonstrate a wide parameter space over which speciation is likely to complete during secondary contact. 49 However, the question remains: what is their scope? The relative importance of reinforcement remains controversial.
Until the mid-1980s, the consensus among evolutionary biologists was that speciation was almost always geographic and isolating mechanisms were almost always adaptational by-products. In 1966, John Maynard Smith introduced a mathematical model demonstrating the possibility of non-geographic speciation.
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The parameters of the model were stringent, however, and his paper in fact validated MayrÕs general dismissal of non-geographic speciation. Guy Bush was the first field biologist to seriously question the received view, so far as I know.
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His case studies of apple maggot fly speciation suggested how non-geographic speciation could proceed by host shift. The maggot flies bred on their feeding grounds, and those that preferred apple fruits tended to form a reproductive community separate from flies preferring hawthorn fruits. What made BushÕs data so remarkable was that apple and hawthorn trees, and the races that fed on them, were found in the same geographic area. Something other than geographic distance was preventing gene flow.
For two decades, few evolutionary biologists accepted BushÕs interpretations of his fly work.
52 By the late 1980s, however, non-geographic speciation found limited support. Most evolutionary biologists (including Mayr) eventually conceded 47 See Spencer, McArdle, & Lambert (1986) . 48 Liou & Price (1994) . 49 See Noor (1995) ; Kelly & Noor (1996) ; Turelli, Barton, & Coyne (2001) ; Kirkpatrick & Ravingé (2002) . 50 Maynard Smith (1966) . 51 Bush (1969) . See also Bush (1975) ; White (1978) ; Bush & Butlin (2004) . 52 Futuyma & Mayer (1980); Felsenstein (1981) .
that BushÕs data showed non-geographic speciation was possible in certain restricted cases. 53 In general, Bush demonstrated that, when small mutations cause a change in food preferences, reproductive isolation could arise between varieties occupying the same geographic area. 54 Nevertheless, BushÕs case studies were taken as anomalies to the general rule of geographic speciation. Since BushÕs early work, several other systems of non-geographic speciation have been suggested.
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Whenever environmental conditions create strong selective pressures against gene flow, isolating mechanisms can evolve by natural selection.
56 Unsurprisingly, controversies over non-geographic speciation centre on the prevalence of such environmental conditions. 57 Non-geographic speciation differs in important ways from geographic speciation. Most obviously, divergence is achieved between populations despite gene flow. Many mechanisms of non-geographic speciation have been described. I articulate two: clinal and ecological speciation.
Clinal speciation requires a steep environmental gradient across a series of semiisolated populations, such that selective pressures at one end differ significantly from those at the other end (see Fig. 3 ). Ecological speciation requires that a population comprise multiple niches over a spatially homogeneous range (see Fig. 4 ). Both mechanisms thus require particular population, environmental, and genetic structures, the origin of which is not part of the mechanism schema. In both cases, selective regimes differ significantly across a geographic range, prompting divergent selection. In order for speciation to proceed, however, selection against hybridisation must overwhelm the effects of gene flow. That can be accomplished when there is already a differential assortment of genes and there is rampant genic interaction. Consider the following verbal mathematical model (taken from Endler, 1977, pp. 142-151) .
Suppose that gene (A) has a high selective value (W A ) at one region, while an alternate gene (A 0 ) has a high selective value ðW A 0 Þ at another region. Suppose also that selection favours genes (called ÔmodifiersÕ) that make the combination of A and A 0 deleterious to the organism. Excessive leakage of gene A from its region into the other region dilutes the benefits gene A 0 confers in its own region. Divergent selection will then result whenever W A þ W A 0 > 2W AA 0 . The controversy over ecological and clinal speciation focuses on the extent to which those conditions obtain. A further issue is how biologists could ever determine whether a particular speciation event is the result of non-geographic divergence or secondary contact. Even if biologists could show that selection is driving the evolution of isolating mechanisms between two contiguous populations, it is hard to determine the geographic conditions of initial divergence.
In general, mechanisms of non-geographic speciation impose stringent requirements on the necessary population and ecological structure. For selection to drive 53 Kondrashov (1986) ; Feder, Chilcote, & Bush (1988) . 54 See Berlocher & Feder (2002) . 55 For review, see Via (2001) . 56 Tregenza & Butlin (1999) . 57 See Dieckmann, Doebeli, Metz, & Tautz (2004). speciation, adaptations for environmental tasks must be somehow linked with traits determining mating preferences (as with BushÕs flies). Alternatively, character displacement across multiple niches could produce reproductive isolation (as with the mechanisms above). How exactly that happens, in either case, remains a black box.
New models of clinal and ecological speciation have been recently suggested which attempt to overcome some of the more pressing challenges to non-geographic speciation.
58 Those models explicitly resist the ÔidealisationsÕ of geographic mechanisms and instead assume non-random mating and stochastic, multi-locus genetics. One motivation for this shift away from the single-locus models of, for example, Maynard Smith is an effort to increase the verisimilitude of mechanism models. The general argument goes something like this: non-geographic speciation may indeed appear nearly impossible to achieve, given the simplifying assumptions Endler, 1977) . The ancestral population occupies a spatially heterogeneous range, across which environmental factors grade from one extreme to another. The population is segmented into a series of semi-isolated sub-populations, A, B, and C. Over time, gradual changes in various character traits-ÔclinesÕ-e2erge along the environmental gradient, such that individuals at the extremes (A and C) differ markedly. Intermediate variation is eradicated, and a hybrid zone emerges between A and C. Limited gene flow then prompts the development of adaptive isolating mechanisms. Note that genetic divergence (step 3) and reproductive isolation (step 5) arise despite limited gene flow.
standardly invoked from population genetics, but more biologically realistic models (models necessarily more complex and synergistic) reveal a wide parameter space in which adaptive isolating mechanisms might evolve. An important contribution of these new models has been the recognition that speciation is likely the result of several (individually insufficient) factors which interact with each other to produce genetic divergence. 59 Although divergent habitat preferences, low hybrid fitness, modifier genes, and other specific genetic and population structures are each unlikely either to emerge in a population or to produce reproductive isolation, the likelihood that some combination will do so is much higher-particularly with the assumption of stochastic genetics. The challenge for advocates of the adaptive approach continues to be the construction of realistic and robust models of non-geographic speciation which integrate the relevant component mechanisms of genetic, ecological, and sexual divergence.
6. The spandrel approach and the adaptive approach: a reassessment I have briefly described four speciation mechanisms : vicariant, reinforcement, clinal, and ecological. 60 In each, we can identify three component mechanisms that . Ecological speciation (see Bush, 1969) . The ancestral population occupies a spatially homogeneous range, and genetic variation has no geographic structure. Ecological divergence nevertheless develops, in which geographically overlapping sub-populations (A and B) exploit different ecological resources (indicated by grey circles). Gene flow between A and B is thereby reduced, and the sub-populations diverge genetically. Limited gene flow then prompts the development of adaptive isolating mechanisms. Note that genetic divergence (step 2) and reproductive isolation (step 3) arise despite limited gene flow.
59 Kawecki (2004) . 60 DarwinÕs Ôprinciple of divergenceÕ can be thought of as a kind of ecological speciation.
operate at three distinct hierarchical levels. First, mechanisms of genetic variation produce organismic diversity within populations. Second, mechanisms of population divergence produce new varieties. Third, isolating mechanisms produce new species.
(See Table 1 .)
Advocates of the two approaches agree that mechanisms of genetic variation are non-adaptive. The specific variants produced by chromosomal inversions or point mutations, for instance, are decoupled from the particular environmental challenges organisms face. Controversies about adaptive speciation are instead controversies about the role of natural selection in the latter two mechanisms. Are mechanisms of population divergence and isolating mechanisms adaptive for organisms? Yes, according to the adaptive approach. 61 Advocates of the spandrel approach, however, claim that population divergence and isolating mechanisms are spandrels, byproducts of independent adaptive evolution following geographic isolation.
The question of whether speciation is adaptive is a question of the relative significance of the several speciation mechanisms I discussed above (see Fig. 5 for summary). In particular, it is a question of the prevalence of certain population structures. There is no disagreement among biologists about what would happen if given conditions obtain. That is, the dynamics of mathematical models of speciation are uncontested. If populations usually occupy spatially divergent, continuous ranges and if environmental gradients are common, then clinal speciation would be an important mode of speciation. But biologists are not agreed on the extent to which the start-up conditions of the mechanisms are satisfied in nature.
The flow chart in Figure 5 specifies the population structures associated with various speciation mechanisms. Controversies over Ômodes of speciationÕ are, at base, controversies over the usual structure of natural populations-but not just the geographic structure. Note that adaptive speciation can occur between contiguous as well as geographically isolated populations. Ecological and population structure play important roles, as well.
Relative significance debates over speciation mechanisms persist in part because each mechanism can produce the same result: namely, contiguous, reproductivelyisolated species. Unless speciation is very recent, the molecular signatures of a particular speciation mechanism will be erased. 62 Worse, because the mechanism descriptions above all fail to explain the acquisition of intrinsic isolating mechanisms, cases of incipient speciation will be difficult to classify (note the black squares in Fig. 5 ). Nevertheless, biologists provide several Ôhow-possiblyÕ explanations for the emergence of isolating mechanisms, which could potentially be tested. Although incomplete, mechanism sketches provide guidance for discovering actual mechanisms. By identifying gaps in knowledge, black boxes suggest research programmes for testing possible mechanisms. Once complete and after their scope of application is determined, mechanism schemata can provide a resolution to relative significance debates about adaptive speciation. Endler, 1977, p. 13, used with permission) . Vicariant, reinforcement, clinal, and ecological mechanisms of speciation occur under different geographic, ecological, and population genetic conditions. Potentially adaptive steps are highlighted in grey; steps with significant black boxes are marked with a black square. Note that the potential adaptedness of reproductive isolation is independent of the geographic context of genetic divergence. (Genetic divergence occurs in geographic isolation in both vicariant and reinforcement mechanisms, for example.)
62 Avise & Wollenberg (1997) ; Avise (2000) ; Shaw (2002) . See also Templeton (1998 Templeton ( , 2001 ).
The Ônew mechanistic philosophyÕ provides tools for constructing a new taxonomy of speciation, one which better frames disagreements about the role of natural selection in the evolution of reproductive isolation. Instead of classifying speciation mechanisms according to geography, we ought to pay more attention to gene flow-for which, after all, geography originally stood as a proxy. The basic disagreement between advocates of the two approaches concerns the frequency of speciation in the face of gene flow. Advocates of the adaptive approach claim that isolating mechanisms often arise between freely interbreeding populations. Advocates of the spandrel approach, in contrast, aver that gene flow almost always stymies speciation. Geographic taxonomies obscure this important disagreement, one which, not incidentally, lies at the crux of the paradox of speciation. Speciation necessarily requires the cessation (or drastic reduction) of gene flow, and yet it would seem to be maladaptive for organisms to contribute to such an enterprise. Models of adaptive speciation mechanisms thus aim to demonstrate that natural selection can drive the evolution of isolating mechanisms under realistic biological conditions, despite gene flow. The mechanistic taxonomy I recommend better makes sense of that aim and of current biological research.
Finally, it is now obvious that speciation per se is not adaptive or maladaptive, or at least that the question is irrelevant to interesting biological research. Rather, particular steps in speciation are potentially adaptive, as are particular component mechanisms of genetic, ecological, and sexual divergence. The decomposition of speciation mechanisms is therefore critical to any evaluation of their adaptive import. That decomposition must be coupled with the realisation that the modules cannot ultimately be studied in isolation, however. We must eventually reassemble the pieces and assess their interactions, before we conclude that any one module can or cannot contribute to the evolution of adaptive isolating mechanisms.
Conclusions
The existence of speciation is a puzzle for DarwinÕs theory of natural selection. According to the biological species concept, speciation requires the evolution of reproductive isolation between two sub-populations. But how could organisms ever benefit by cutting off sex with potential mates? Biologists have attempted to answer this question in two general ways: the Ôadaptive approachÕ, which holds that isolating mechanisms are directly selected, and the Ôspandrel approachÕ, according to which isolating mechanisms arise as an incidental by-product of geographic isolation. Several mechanisms of geographic and non-geographic speciation have been discussed. By decomposing those mechanisms, it becomes apparent which steps in the speciation process could be adaptive. In general, organisms will benefit directly from speciation only when population divergence is already present and when, as in secondary contact, competition between diverging populations is maintained. Otherwise, isolating mechanisms will not be selected. Decomposing speciation mechanisms also reveals which steps remain black boxes and suggests where further work might be done. Finally, we locate the source of controversies about the role of natural selection in speciation. In short, such controversies are controversies about the prevalence of genetic divergence in the face of gene flow-controversies which ultimately hinge on further controversies about the usual structure of natural populations.
